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INTRODUCTION
During the COVID-19 pandemic, politicians
have repeatedly used rhetoric that ‘we’ (they)
have to ‘follow the science’, justifying their
actions as rational. Political science provides
a more complex picture, in which public
policy is shaped by a ‘competition for ideas’,
with problems raised and framed differently
by different actors located within networks
of power, interests and resources.1 From this
perspective, it is possible to appreciate why
alternative arguments get little attention.
In this commentary, we argue that community intelligence has not featured sufficiently in state responses to COVID-19, and
that building resilient health systems with
high-quality, timely care for all people, with
and without COVID-19 must incorporate
the voices of those most disproportionately
affected as legitimate sources of knowledge
and action.

WHAT IS EVIDENCE AND HOW IS IT MADE?
COVID-19 reflects and exacerbates existing
social inequalities. Within and between countries, statistical data reveal stark differentials
in mortality among minority ethnic communities and in deprived areas.2 3 While vulnerability changes with the type of threat, poor
and marginalised people are consistently
disproportionately affected. Health inequalities have been extensively discussed, including
in terms of social, political and commercial
drivers.4 5 Despite the longevity and breadth
of this work, it remains relatively uncommon
to amplify the voices of those most directly
affected.
A decade ago, sociologist Vicente Navarro
pointed out the ‘studious avoidance of the
category of power’ in research into the social
determinants of health and that it is not
inequalities that kill people, it is those who are
responsible for inequalities who kill people.6
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Summary box
►► The COVID-19 pandemic reveals how public policy is

shaped by a ‘competition for ideas’, where problems
are raised and framed differently by different actors
located within hierarchies of power, networks and
resources.
►► Despite statistical data revealing inequalities in the
distribution of burden and risk, it remains relatively
uncommon to amplify the voices of those most directly affected.
►► The pandemic has also revealed monopolies of
knowledge production, with global burdens estimated by institutions in the global north developed
through methodologies that lack transparency,
this disempowers low-income and middle-income
countries.
►► In many so-called developed democracies, the responses to the pandemic have been inadequate
with cutbacks to health and social services limited
commitment to equity in leadership and poor governance, ensuring some issues make it onto policy
agendas while others are suppressed.
►► Building and maintaining equitable and resilient
health systems reconciling COVID-19 with high-
quality, timely care for all people, with and without
COVID-19, and particularly vulnerable groups requires community voices to be regarded as critical
sources of evidence for policy learning.

This critique illuminates our partial understanding of vulnerability: limited to statistical
representations of ‘who sinks and who swims’,
and failing to account for ‘who is throwing
who into the river and why’.6
Nevertheless, the pandemic is forcing
renewed acknowledgement of power as
the fundamental driver of health inequalities. There have been new calls: to reclaim
comprehensive public health rooted in public
interest, focused on cooperation, participatory decision-making, and action that supports
dignity, rights and social justice7; to ensure
that community empowerment focuses on
systems and structural transformation8; and
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Building back fairer in public health
policy requires collective action with
and for the most vulnerable in society
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WHO RAISES CONCERNS AND WHO RESPONDS?
Despite these, the ‘competition for ideas’ remains a
deeply uneven playing field. The pandemic has highlighted existing monopolies of knowledge production,
with northern institutions such as the Institute for
Health Metrics and Evaluation, supported by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and The Lancet, criticised for
a lack of transparency with practices that serve to distort
public health data.9 Such knowledge hegemonies have
serious implications: disenfranchising low-
income and
middle-income countries (LMICs) from their own data
and diverting resources from building evidence infrastructure and information systems, the absence of which
perpetuates externalised, non-transparent estimations.
The pandemic has also revealed that systems for translating evidence into policy and practice are inadequate.
As alluded to above, political power ensures certain
issues make it onto the policy agenda, while others are
suppressed. This operates at many levels. Decision-
making teams leading pandemic responses are overwhelmingly comprised of men.10 And, in a number of
so-called advanced democracies that have failed in the
COVID-19 response, there is a serious downward shift
in the quality of governance, clear non-commitment to
equity in health service delivery, and leaders’ agendas are
focused on their own self-interest.11 12
(EVIDENCE ON) HEALTH FOR ALL?
COVID-19 has demanded substantial and rapid reorganisation of healthcare systems. While the focus has
been on suppression and hospital care for patients with
COVID-19, a COVID-
focused health and social care
system has deeply negative implications for the health
and well-being of all population groups by limiting access
to medical care for patients with chronic illness and the
population at large. There is an urgent need to reconcile
COVID-19 with high-quality, timely care for all people
with and without COVID-19 and particularly for vulnerable groups.
COVID-19 clusters and interacts with pre-existing conditions, most notably non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
such as diabetes and obesity. NCDs are a looming disaster,
especially in LMICs. Heart disease, cancer, respiratory
disorders and diabetes account for 15 million premature
deaths worldwide, over 80% of which occur in LMICs.
Recent debates have reframed NCDs from an equity
perspective, with an expanded set of conditions including
mental disorders and injuries ‘NCDIs’ as a phenomenon
of the world’s poor.13 This work has revealed disproportionate impacts on children and young adults in LMICs:
who get sicker earlier and for longer. One in 10 children
globally have a mental health problem, and 70% do not
have interventions at a sufficiently early age.14
2

As with COVID-19, NCDIs are socially patterned. And
as with many of the less successful responses to COVID19, policy responses for NCDs generally promote individual behaviour change, neglecting structural, social,
environmental and commercial determinants that drive
and maintain vulnerability. These are social issues with
social, as opposed to individual, causes and can only be
solved with collective action. Enabling community voices
to inform policy therefore needs to address structural
determinants, advancing disease prevention and control
cognisant of structural determinants as an essential
perspective.
THE FUTURE IS COLLECTIVE
Past pandemic experience indicates that community
mobilisation is critical for effective mitigation.15 Engaging
communities is recommended by the WHO as a key pillar
of COVID-19 country responses to prevent infection and
slow transmission, be prepared for future outbreaks and
respond to rapidly changing situations.16 Despite this,
community intelligence has not featured highly in state
responses.17 Negotiating the location of this knowledge
in state responses requires an openness to diverse forms
of knowledge to operationalise the concept and involve
communities in responses.
Community mobilisation alone is insufficient, however.
To address the structural conditions that necessitate
empowerment of marginalised groups, engaging with
multiple stakeholders: patients and communities, practitioners, policy makers and academics in evidence-
generation and utilisation is necessary.18 Indeed,
coproduction is being described as ‘the future’, defined as
“the sharing of power, with stakeholders and researchers
working together to develop the agenda, design and
implement the research, and interpret, disseminate,
and implement the findings”.19 Sensitivity to power, and
commitment to building relationships and trust, is also
critical.
Many countries that have managed COVID-19 well
have not adopted technocratic, individualised, top-down
responses as has been the case in many Western countries. In Rwanda, a system based on trust and solidarity
has been critical.20 Here, a community-
based preventative approach, largely driven by centrally organised,
and locally recruited and monitored community health
workers (CHWs) led to the steepest reductions in child
and maternal mortality ever recorded.21 22 Among other
things, CHWs manage uncomplicated malaria, diarrhoea
and pneumonia in communities; ensure health promotion and disease prevention; and collect community
health information. As essential links between communities and formal health systems, CHWs have built trust
among communities and the formal health system.20 In
the face of the pandemic, this has built a foundation of
resilience.
Digital mobilisation has also gained prominence, with
collective, community-led responses, working with and/
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to build back fairer, highlighting the quality of governance, political culture and cutbacks to health and social
services as key drivers of nation-state vulnerabilities.2
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CONCLUSION
Ultimately, you cannot fight what you cannot see: if we
fail to understand the fundamental root causes of health
inequalities, then we remain blind as to how to address
them. While debates over centuries have advocated
for attention to the structural determinants of chronic
illness, how to progress understanding of and attention
to structural and system transformation is less well understood.
Equitable and resilient health systems cannot be built
during a crisis. Instead, we must be prepared to face
crises by building and maintaining equitable and resilient health systems in ordinary times, recognising mutual
interdependencies and shared vulnerabilities as part
of a social justice approach. Legitimising community
voices in processes of social and political transformation,
building wider cooperative relationships and mutual
understanding supports the building of trust.
Building and maintaining equitable and resilient
health systems reconciling COVID-19 with high-quality,
timely care for all people with and without COVID-19 and
particularly vulnerable groups requires community voices
to be regarded as legitimate sources of evidence and
action within formal systems and governance processes
to support policy learning suitable for contexts of uncertainty and complexity and to identify and address health
inequalities.
If public policy is a ‘competition for ideas’, where
issues are raised by a range of stakeholders located within
networks of power, interests and resources, then collective
sensemaking holds promise to support real-time policy
learning between preventive and curative care, authorities and communities. Strengthening the capacities of
multiple stakeholders in the mobilisation of knowledge
and action on health inequalities in everyday contexts
and interactions will enable responses to be driven by the
interests, experiences and vulnerabilities of the majority,
not the vested interests of the few.
Twitter Lucia D'Ambruoso @luciadambruoso, Pamela Abbott @pamelaabbott271
and Agnes Binagwaho @agnesbinagwaho
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